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Bearing Sizes - Bearing Works1600 Inch Series. Size, Inner Dimension, Outer Dimension,
Width, Dynamic(Cr) Copyright 2007 - 2021 Bearing Works Inc

7. boundary dimensions and identifying numbers for bearingsIn these boundary dimension
tables, for each bore number, which prescribes the bore diameter, other boundary dimensions
are listed for each diameter series and 1. ISO Dimensional system and bearing numbers -
NSKThe dimension series is composed of combinations of the width series and diameter series.
In the United States, many tapered roller bearings are expressed in the 
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419-60-3
5152

- - 55mm 13.75mm 25mm - - -

STM32F
302K8U6

- - - - - - - -

80Mhz - - 26 mm 7 mm 17 mm - - -
MAX301
02EFD

- 48 mm - - - - 195 mm -

SPN100
1-FV1

- 38 mm 120 mm 38 mm 65 mm - - -

V8 15,25
mm

11 mm - 15 mm 17 mm 1,5 mm - -

SP3232E
EN

- 180 mm 460 mm - 280 mm - - -

2713-123
6TL-2

- - - - - - - -

pointE34
5

- - - 17.463
mm

- - - -

FW758 - - 620.000
mm

- - - - -

EX200-1 - - - - - - - -
WG200 - - - - - - - -

Ball Bearing Sizes Chart | 6200, 6300 & R Series Ball BearingAug 22, 2020 — Here we post the
commonly used ball bearing sizes chart (6200, 6300 & R series) and present how to define the
ball bearings

Standardized boundary dimensions | SKF | SKFThe ISO general plan for radial bearings
provides several series of standardized outside diameters for every standard bore diameter.
They are called diameter Standard Bearing Sizes - ThomasnetA partial listing of the standard
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ball and roller bearings sizes and dimensions. series in the first numerals of the part number
and then the bore diameter that is 
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6902 Ceramic Bearing Ceramic BB30

Bearing
Sp500301 Bearing Sp580310 Bearing

608 31PQFN CLG418
Si3n4 3.0mm WEAH-3505 pc200-8
6902 515096 CX27
(6902 6000 STM32F302K8U6 SP105817

15X28X7 608 80Mhz 419-60-35152
6902 Bb2000 MAX30102EFD 2713-1236TL-2
695 - SPN1001-FV1 pointE345
6902 - V8 FW758

- - SP3232EEN EX200-1
- - - WG200

BALL and ROLLER BEARINGS POPULAR SIZEDimension series. Width series. (radial
bearing). Height series. (thrust bearing). Bearing series code. Bore diameter number. •Angular
contact ball bearingBearing number | Basic Bearing Knowledge | Koyo BearingsTable 6-1
Bearing series code. Bearing type, Bearing series code, Type code, Dimension series code.
Width series1?, Diameter series 

BALL BEARINGS SIZE CHART Ball bearing size charts are widely available, and can be used
to find the measurements of a specific bearing. Series 6200 and 6300 are the How to measure
a bearing - Bearing KingBearing Sizes. Bearing measuring example. Each bearing has an
inside diameter, outside diameter and width diameter in that order. Most bearings are metric in 
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